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Quonicle

Chairman's Chat

I know all those who knew Richard Went will want to join the
Committee in offering our condolences to Ros and her family.
Richard's humour and participation will be sorely missed.

I have been asked by the Committee to ask whether therc uro rmy
volunteers who would be prepared to tahe ovor Chris l)lrili;r's role as a
team leader next QOFL season. It involvcs orgurrisirrg u coLrple of
events during the year using a defincd list ol'nrclrrhcrs with a well
rehearsed sequence of Jobs'. l'nr tolcl it is u grcul wuy to got to know
new members! I know nobody ovor rcsporrds to thoscr rctlucsts so be
warned - I shall be giving you a phone call!

)

uantock Orienteers Committee
The Club has continued to put on its well respected series of QOFL's,
and hopefully Richard Sansbury is receiving plenty of feedback on the
change of day so he can set up next year's fixtures. Our Gallopen was

well organised, thanks to Ted Heath's teams. I hope you enjoyed
seeing the new Club banner and 'O' tops. I will be putting in another
order at the end of the season - frll in the enclosed form and send it to
me if you feel you missed out on the first round.

Brian Fletcher has submitted an application for an Award for All grant
on our behalf to support his work with Schools, youth groups, and our
equipment. A series of Festivals, coaching events, and Club evenings

can be seen on our fixture list that he circulates at events. We hope to
see more of the membership at our Summer events as a result.

One of the areas we will need to address if we try to gain accreditation
for ClubMark is that of organtzing coaching and competition. We
really need to select and invite a suitable candidate for Club Captain -
a position that we have not elected for several years. I have asked

Mike to include a reply sheet with this magazine and would be grateful
if you could suggest one or two names.

Presumably we are looking for an active, competitive candidate, and

someone who sees some value in encouraging members to improve
their skills and display them on behalf of the club in competitions such

as relays, Compass Sport cup, and National championships. If you can

return your reply to Christine (hopefully with your thoughts about
ClubMark), we will discuss them at the next Committee meeting (on
March 30th) and we will invite the selected candidate to stand.

Editorial

A bumper edition this time . My thanks to all who have contributed. I
may have to leave some for next time. My apologies for that. There are

several fliers included, please take note, they are important. I'm sorry
that we have clashed with Sins this time. Willtry to do better in future.
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Richard Went.

Richard died on January 4th 2006
aged 57. Several rnembers attended a
service of Thanksgiving for flre life of
Richard at St. John the Evangelist
church Staplegrove on Wednesday
1lth January.

A crowded church showed the high
esteem in which Richard was held in
the town.

Michael Powell, who was best man at
Richard and Ros's wedding, ga've a
recollection of Richard's life, the extent of which surprised even those
of us who thought we knew Richard well.

Richard was brought up in Taunton, where he attended Taunton
school. He was no good at sport but was very active in other school
activities. This continued at the College of Estate Management in
Kensington, where he was active in many groups. One of these groups
was the British Universities North America Club, of which he was
secretary, and this involved him travelling to Chicago on two
occasions. Although the college in Kensington was part of Reading
University the only time he went to Reading was to be presented with
his degree.

After graduating he worked in Kent for a while before applying for a
job at a West country city, which he guessed would be Bristol but in
fact tumed out to be Plymouth. It was while working in Plymouth that
he met Ros, or as Michael put it "Took a shine to the boss's secretary."

Richard then came back to Taunton to work in the family frrm.
However, eventually the firm was swallowed up by alarye well known
building society, so with John Wheller he set up the firm of Went
Wheller surveyors.
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In Taunton Richard became involved in numerous societies - Round
Table, Rotary, Old Tauntonians Association,4l Club and Masonic
Lodge among them. He was anacting member and official in many of
them and treasurer of the Rotary Club until three weeks before his
death.

He was also SherifPs Officer for Somerset and secretary of the
Sheriff s Officers Association for England and Wales.

Ros and Richard had three children, Caroline, Alison and John who all
attended Taunton school. When John took up Orienteering under the
guiding eye of a certain Roger Craddock, Richard became interested.
Here was a sport that he could take part in with some success. He
joined Quantock Orienteers in the early nineties and became a
committee member tn 1997, with the responsibility of QOFL scorer. He
was also one of those rare breeds, a willing organiser of events.

In 1998 he became Chairman for a three year spell and then treasurer
for another three. In 2000 he also took on the role ofFixtures secretary
until Jan 2002.

During his time with QO Richard suffered two periods of ill health.
Firstly he was diagnosed with bowel cancer, from which he recovered,
and took part in many events including the KIMM on two occasions
with his son John. He then sufflered a second bout of cancer, this time
to the lungs. After this, and despite having had alargepart of a lung
removed he still came to events but was unable to run for any distance.
However he continued to be active in many ways. Long distance
walking, including the Milford Track inNew Zealand, and skiing all
took place last year.

Richard, I am told, researched well before making a decision which
accounts for the factthat if you asked for advice or an opinion it was
readily given and was invariably good. He was not afraid to ask either,
I had many calls before his first KIMM asking about clothing and kit
etc.
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Those of us at Quantock Orienteers who had the privilege to know
Richard and count him as a friend will miss him greatly. We offer our
deepest sympathy to Ros, Caroline, Alison and John.

In memory of Richard, Quantock Orienteers donated f,50.00 to St
Margaret' s Somerset Hospice.

Some memories of Richard -
I remember Richard as someone who was very encouraging and
supportive to a beginner like me; he must have been one of the first
members of QO that I could recognise at events!

Christine

Richard was a wonderful family man and he will have taken great
comfort from the presence of the whole family over Christmas and the
New Year. Judy and I were always impressed by the encouragement he
gave John in all his activities - obviously his academic and orienteering
progress were the areas with which we were most familiar. It was
typical of his selflessness that he became so involved in John's
activities that he became committed himself, giving to, as well as
enjoying, orienteering despite setbacks in health.

I will remember Richard as interesting, amusing, often controversial but
always wise in his discussions at parent meetings, committee meetings,
school events, and walking to and from starts and finishes. Fiercely
competitive, one needed to have had a look at the results before
engaging him in conversation about the merits of courses!

Roger

The thing I remember in particular was planning an event with him in
Kingscliffe Woods a few years ago and finding him so supportive and
good to work with. The other aspect of Richard was the lead he gave the
club whilst he was Chairman and his efficiency as Treasurer.
Tony
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News of people

David Holmes has recently had a minor operation followed by an

extended period of treatment. I am pleased to say that David is
progressing well and is hoping to be back orienteering in the near

future. We wishhim well.

Vanessa Milroy has an ankle injury and is likely to be out of action for
some time. 'We 

also wish her welI.

Roger Craddock, our chairman, injwed his leg at the Godshll Regional
Event on 5th February and is still receiving treatment. I am pleased to
say it is now responding.

Welcome to new members

Marian Bartlett (Ian's wife) who has taken up the challenge and is

competed at several Orange courses aheady.
Jan Daniells of Stoke sub Hamdon. Jan has also has been to several

events competing on different courses .

Gyles Morris and family of Winsham near Chard were at the Culm
Davy QOFL. We look forward to seeing them at our events in the near

future.

Graham Hartley and son Callum of Cheddar- Graham came second on

the Green course at Ladies' Wood and is obviously a force to be

reckoned with in the future

Results from other events not reported elsewhere

BritishNight Champs Southern Champs and
Concorde Chase

M16 Declan Gray 4th
M70 Mike Crockett 2"d

NGOC Galoppen (Top 10)

Brown Brian Pearson 6ft
Andy Rimes 10th

Green Mike Crockett 5th

M21S Brian Fletcher 5'h

M55S Tony Hext 2"d

M70L Mike Crockett I't
(Southern Champion)
Bill Vigar 3'd

W55L Sue Gard 4th



THERE'S A WARM WELCOME AWAITING YOU IN
YORKSHIRE AT J.K.2OO6

With the Event centre in the lovely little town of Boston Sp4 just off
the Al, you will find yourselves in the heart of " God's Own Country"
for J.K.2006. Idyllic villages, rural pubs with good food, huge
expanses of moorland, plenty of wild open country, an elegant town
with exquisite shops and good coffee bars, topped by high quality
maps, challenging courses on a wide variety of terrain. Sounds like the
perfect recipe for an Easter holiday to suit all the family. This is the J.
K. they will be talking about for many years to come, so make sure
that you will be there, don't be a "wish I had been"!

CALLING ALL JUNIORS!

SCHOOL/EXPEDITION SPONS ORSHIP.

Raise money for your School Fund or Expedition by getting
sponsorship for the number of controls that you visit over the J.K.
weekend. Attach your splits to your sponsorship form for proof.
Sponsorship forms can be downloaded from the J.K. 2006 website
wwwjk2006.org.uk along with details of the challenge.

Remember the RELAYS.
Your Club secretary has your Club Relay Form.

Caroline Povey Marketing Manager British Orienteering Federation

Notes from the OO Committee Meeting held on 19 Jan 2006

The Chairman, Roger Craddock, opened the meeting with a
remembrance of Richard Went, past club chairman, treasurer and
friend.

This was followed by a presentation by Celia Watkinson, Regional
Development Officer for the South West, on the Clubmark scheme;
Roger has written about Clubmark elsewhere in the magazine.
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Correspondence. BOF have commissioned a survey on
communications, the report for which has just been issued; for more
information, please read the next SNS. Following a letter to the
committee conceming the change from Saturdays to Sundays for
QOFLs, the committee asked Richard Sansbury to arrange for a
members' questionnaire to be sent out with the last QuOnicle;
hopefully you all replied to Richard with your views!
Somerset schools activities. Brian Fletcher proposed that he put
together an application for a grant from Awards For All to provide
funds for a number of schools activities; this was approved by the
committee.

Finance. Andy Rimes wishes to remind people who plan, control and
organise club events that they are eligible to claim expenses from him
for their travel and other costs in connection with the event.

Fixtures. A red course had been introduced at three events but had not
been popular. However, some of the summer events will be designed
to be more attractive to our local runners, so watch out for the details
and encourage your running friends to come along with you.
Following an occasion when a young competitor was very late back
(and could have been lost), a safety checklist to deal with such
eventualities will be put with the organiser's event pack.

Planners, controllers and organisers. Rosie Wych has applied to
become a Grade 3 controller. Two club members are interested in
planning events, so expect to see some different names appearing in
the details for summer events. Roger Craddock is advertising for a

QOFL Team Leader elsewhere in the magazine.

Club equipment. The new banner and QO tops have arrived and look
very smart.

AOB. The club splits printer runs rather slowly and we have no spare.
Bill Vigar agreed to identifu and purchase a better printer.

Christine Vince, Club Secretary



GlubMark and QO

On the instruction of the Committee, I am to introduce
the Sport England Clubmark Scheme. I would ask all
members to note the main areas below that we would
need to address, and to respond to the Secretary with
their views. The Committee can then decide whether to
register the Club's interest in trying to achieve
ClubMark status.

o Protection and Safety of Children and Young
People

. Coaching and Competition

. Sports Equity and Ethics
o Club Management

More information about each of these areas can be
found on the BOF website, or I can photocopy and
send the assessment criteria.

I believe that QO has a sormd structure with a constant
fixture list, membership, constitution, and committee. We
are successful in achieving quality events, maps, and results,
BUT we have small numbers, ageing members, little contact
with our governing body (BOF) or our grass roots (schools).
We have few family groups, little coaching, we are parochial
in our competition, and casual in safety and facilities
provided. This is FINE - if we are to continue to enjoy our
sport and do not wish to develop for the future.

Roger Craddock OTHERWISE - we need to work towards improving and

gaining accredTtation at local, regional, and national level.
. By working with Partnership Development

Managers to establish School/Club links as the

only Orienteering provider in Somerset.
. By offering ourselves to BOF and Sport England as

a sport provider with CLUBMARK accreditation.

I hope we can obtain some views from the membership by
attachingany comments to the reply sheet included in this

Quonicle and returning it to the Secretary.

SWOA Snippets Christine Vince
A SWOA committee meeting was held on 18 January 2006.

Finance. A number of SW juniors have been selected to run in the

World Schools Championships in Slovakia in April; they had written
asking for a contribution from SWOA towards the cost and it was

decided to give each person f180.

Grants were also glven to one junior competing in the Inter-regional
Championships in Germany in February, and to an adult attending the

Coaching Conference also in February.

Fixtures. JK 2007; Mike Forrest, BOK, has been confirmed as co-

ordinator with Alex Ross (Executive Officer, Operations, BOF) as

assistant; this is a BOF event but help is being sought from SWOA and

other regions; KERNO have offered to run the starts and NGOC to

deal with equipment and logistics.

Compass Sport Cup; BOK will stage the first round fot2007.

SARUM have offered to host the British Schools Championships on 18

November 2007.

SWOA Junior Squad. The Christmas weekend at Longleat was well
attended and a great success. Two further weekends were planned to

coincide with the QO and KERNO Gallopens.
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Events
Woodburv Galoppen Brian Pearson

I thought I would write and tell you about my Woodbury Gallopen
brown course run which proved to be an exciting experience for me.
The week before at West Woods I had a solo run practically allthe
way around, a lot of people prefer this for their orienteering, preferring
not to be distracted by others even to the extent that they will avoid
going to events where there are a lot of people. Woodbwy however
was an exercise in coping with the presence of others, indeed using
others. It was an experience in what to do and what not to do when
running with other people about.

I was joined at the second control by a guy I later found out was Mark
Selley. We were then locked together for the next 10 controls, we had
minor differences in route choice but I knew not to compromise on
route choice in order to shake somebody off as the opposite could
easily happen. We were punching within a few seconds of each other
on most of the controls; I was managing to eke out a small lead on
some legs only to be rejoined agarn at the control. I had a couple of
small misses when a quick look over the shoulder revealed Mark
punching. It is true to say that two can orienteer faster than one.

A break then came on the way to 13(53) when I elected to bale out
from72(65) at right angles to the red line to reach apath. Mark went
straight across the moor and I could see him struggle up the stiffclimb
as I slogged up the path. There was now daylight between us so I
capitalised by running hard on the level knowing he used more energy.
A quick despatch of 14(49) then a moment of uncertainty when I went
down the wrong side of an earthwall looking for 15(51). I went over
the wall to see the flash of blue and white belonging to Clive Hallet
leaving the control. Unbeknown to me, Clive had been tracking us
from very early on, no doubt my red Helly Hansen top acting as a
beacon against the open moorland background. It was also a hindrance
when I stopped not to punch but to pull up a gaiter near a control.
Should I have let Clive go and concentrated purely on my oltrrl
orienteering? In the rules we are not supposed to intentionally run with
12

or behind somebody in order to profit from their skills but I wonder
what we are supposed to do if we find ourselves in this situation? Stop
and wait for them to disappear or deliberately go another way?
Answers on a postcard please. I suppose the idea is to stop
inexperienced runners from tagging along.

By the time I punched, the blue and white vest was disappearing so my
immediate instinct was to try and catch up. Control 16(33) was a very
short leg, I did no more than take aquick bearing and ran hard. We
bumped into Arthur who was having a spot of trouble, and then Clive
hadamoment of doubt- whoops. I kicked myself for letting my guard
down as I sheepistrly followed around a piece of vegetation and into the
control. Then we were joined by Mark again!

Lesson quickly learned about chasing blindly, the map came up agatn
and I ran hard as if attached to Clive by a long piece of elastic. We
moved rapidly through a series of controls, I was keeping Clive in sight
while constantly verifying (and liking) the routes, not daring to relax on
the navigating. With the short legs it felt like there was barely time to
check the control numbers on my wrist in case I lost him. It was all
very urgent and Mark was breathing down my neck. We hit an uphill
track to 19(47), my breathing started to go through the roof, the elastic
stretched and eventually it snapped as Clive cruised away from 2l(42).
I could no longer sense Mark behind me.I then followed pathsto 24
(40) then the road crossing and up the hill to the right. I was then
surprised to see Clive again on the hoizonhunting for a pit 25(76),he
bent down to either pull up agaitu or punch, then suddenly a few
others rushed to the scene, so I assumed the latter. I homed in through
some rough stuff then picked up paths to the finish. The big efflort over,
I glanced atmy watch and felt quite exhilarated as we swapped stories.
Mark said he recovered and got going again in the later parts of the run.
I'm guessing that single route choice from 12 tipped the balance.
Well done to planner Ben Chesters and controller Andy Rimes for
making such good use of a relatively small area, having an abundance
of controls, a mix of leg lengths and directions. It was one of those runs
in which I was totally immersed throughout.
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Galoooen - West Woods

The frfth Galoppen of the season and a chance for me to consolidate my
position on Brown as 'all events so far completed'. However, knowing

west woods well from several previous visits, during the drive up, I
prepared myself for a fast run (comparatively fast that is). There are few

other large wooded areas that I know with good spacing between the

trees, quite flat, and with little in the way of brashings, fight, brambles

and other spiky things. Also there is a dense network of tracks. As

expected my time on Brown turned out to be relatively short at 81:36

for just over l0 Km (short for me that is).

I only made one significant mistake, which was on the long leg from

control 13 to 14. This was going from near the far west of the map to

near the far east (about 2.25 Km). At control 13, sutprised to see such a

long leg I set off without a compass bearing aiming to pick up on a path

andrun the whole distance using paths and tracks. However, put off by

light from nearby fields, I missed the path and soon found myself in the

wrong part of the map running in the wrong direction. How to correct?

Turn at right angles and eventually pick up on a black line. It worked

and I was soon back on course. The route took me past my car, close to

the assembly, and on the way to control 14.

sometimes it is good to be challenged both technically and physically,

as I often am on home turf, but sometimes it is good to have a fast run

round as I had this day. It is interesting to note that during this run, the

area seemed completely new again.I didn't recognise anything from
previous visits. Probably because of a different starting position etc this

time.

The only top l0 QO result was: Declan Gray 1st Light Green

Mark Larcombe OOFL 4 Dead Woman's Ditch / Ladies' Wood .

Having the second stint helping on the finish meant going for an earlier
start. As we set off in poor visibility and snow at 12.30, we had no idea
that we were having better conditions than those waiting to go out after
us. The map scale of 1:15000 caught us both out as we have not used it
for a long while. ZoEthotght about doing green as her first Wl6
course, but settled for the light green. This had a small group searching

together for the second control, which unfortunately eluded their
combined efforts; but I'm told they all enjoyed the search.

My green course was physically tough and very well planned (thank
you Brett) with few path runs and the subtle features were really
challenging in the conditions. I managed to time my visit to the pond in
the open with a blizzard and by the end of the course I hit the road
within thirfy metres of the car park, but couldn't see any cars. When I
did run into the car park the finish banner was not visible so the
conditions really kept me thinking right to the end.

No one remained lost in the white out when the courses closed. The
finish was so cold that the clock went 'on strike' and only changed its
minutes, so from 2 o'clock onwards all the back up times were
something and fifty seconds, fortunately the punching system worked
well and our times were not needed.

Many thanks go to the lady who brought chocolate and raisins to the
lrnish when ZoE was on station, though she couldn't recognise you in
your hat. An event like this makes you appreciate even more than usual
the organisation and time given by so many people. Thank you to
everyone involved in making the event a successful one. I certainly
appreciated the chance to move up from second to bottom in the league

l-able

'l'here were several good results but outstanding was Richard Sansbury

who was only three minutes behind Ben Chesters on Blue

15t4
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OO Gallopen - Staple Common and Castle Neroche Kay Elliston

Six of us attended - three of us (M55, W45, Ml1) and three friends
(W55, W55, M14). Between us we did 1 x Green, 3 x Orange,2 x
Yellow.

We came in two cars. Our friend's car got stuck in the entrance to the
field. Rally Skoda! Fortunately help was at hand and they were soon
rescued. Mercifully, there were portaloos in the car park which was
extremely cold and windswept.

Green - silly old fool, should've known better, did it (M55). Came in
covered in mud on rear, covered in mire to mid-thigh, very red, and
barely able to speak. When he did speak it was only to say "that was a
bit boggy" and"Ted'. Later he went on to describe how appallingly he
did on anything involving any skilful navigation (apart from
Relocation). Bad route choice 5 to 6 but, very strangely,he was
abducted by aliens at 6 who plonked him down 150 metres west of 7
(ie he still hasn't worked out where he went wrong. So that wasn't his
fault was it?). Fortunately 7 to 8 went well with, he said, flawless
pacing and compass work from the edge of the field over 350 metres -
was there a nearer attack point he smugly asked? He did enjoy it
though - he always does.

Orange - We three ladies did this together (W45, W55, W55). It was a
good course and made us think. Number two proved a bit elusive -
flushed with success, we raced back along the path from number one,
off to the knoll we assumed (!) that control number two was on, only to
find it wasn't where we thought it should be. After several minutes and
lots of hard thinking, we realised we were on the wrong path and that
number two was down the very steep slope on our left. I slid down the
slope, ending up, along with the map completely covered in mud. One
of us lost a dibber, but then found it again and then went on to loose a
map! If only we had kept to the contours, we could have saved
ourselves a climb arrd a fall. Starting to think more clearly, the next
few controls were positively fun to find. I was particularly pleased to
follow streams and earth banks and drop straight in on the controls. I
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even used my compass several times to confirm where I was and that
we were heading in the right direction! I was a bit perplexed at number
seven when the other two raced off to the right and I was convinced we
should be going left. I kept my fears to myself which was just as well
because somehow I had got my map upside down. A very useful
mistake to make, as it got me to check the map properly. A great course
with plenty of interesting terrain and mud; just the right level for us.
Next mission - get fitter and read the map properly! I'11 have it cracked
then!

Yellow - Ml1 competitive, Tom, M14 non-competitive, Robin - "Go
round together - this doesn't count for QOFL" Tom was told. No
sooner said than separated. Tom did eventually go back to look for
Robin but only after number 6. He didn't hnd him though. Fortunately
they meet up again at9 and raced in through 10 to the finish. Getting
mucky must run in the family because Tom came back covered in mud
too - he'd slipped over twice, once into a large gooey puddle and the
other time in a slippery muddy gully. But he enjoyed it. They both did
despite Robin missing number 2 and not getting a result.

The full results including splits are available on the QO website.

Ian and Marian Bartlett were quite busy during the Christmas period in
spite of missing our event at Montacute.

Moors Valley Boxing Day Score Event

The annual one hour score event at Moors Valley is always a great way
to clear the head after any Christmas excesses and the turn out of 270
was even higher then normal, so much so that there weren't enough
rnaps available at the start and some people had to double up and share.
The format was very much the same; 25 controls ranging from 10 to 50
points each and three bonuses: a mobile fairy, father Christmas and a
very stationary xmas tree (quite hard to hnd in a forest, you'd imagine
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but it was very close to the start and covered in tinsel).

Although the inevitable charge of the tight brigade occuned at the

delayed start, there was no one consensus for apartictilar route.

Because of the delayed start, with maps already issued, most people

had ample time to plan their preferred route. l'dmanaged to conjure up

about 6 viable alternatives and inevitably ended up doing none of
them. A cluster of lower value controls were sited to the north of the

start and knowing that leaving these to the end would probably result

in me missing out on all of them or incurring plenty of penalty points, I
set a target of 20 minutes to get the lot before heading south and west

for the furthest controls. Having found the xmas tree, fairy and father

Christmas in this northerly section I felt vindicated in my choice and

was very happy with the bonus of 150 points.

Unfortunately for me, the remaining controls were spaced out very

well and my legs didn't feel up to carrying me round quickly enough to

really benefit fuIly. More pleasing was the fact that I made it back with
seconds to spare and so avoided the20 penalty points for each minute

over the time limit.
15th place out of a very large field was a welcome bonus to the first of
the festive score events and I'd heartily recommend this event next

year to anyone looking to get some fresh air and work offthat
Christmas pud.

Norsworthy Plantation @evon Score event - Dec. 28th)

What a glorious day! Frosty, cleat blue skies and that lovely
Christmassy crispness in the air. A smaller field than there was at

Moors Valley, ttrere was nevertheless a healthy number of runners

who'd tumed up at Burrator for what always promises to be something

different. This year was no exception as four routes had been marked

out together with control descriptions but no indication of where they

were on the map! The routes being white, yellow, orange and light
green should have been quite easy to follow but I found myself losing

my way on the white route! and didn't fare too well on the orange.

The map itself was quite dark and the two routes marked in pink and
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purple were almost identical colow wise and not easy to follow but once
we got running it was great fun to see how far you could whizzround
and also pick up the few bonus controls that were dotted around on the
fringes of the course.
The real novelty factor was the addition of mobile controls who would
only allow you to punch if you sang a verse from the 72 days of
Christmas. Being a serious competitor, I stuck to the first verse but did
hear of someone singing all 12 verses (either avery quick runner with
time to spare or someone who likes singing). At some controls there
were little pictures depicting a verse from the aforementioned carol
which amorurted to 2 bonus points per verse and 6 more if you got the
whole collection. I managed 10 out of 12 and no one managed to get
them all. A top 10 finish put me in a good mood and the mulled wine
and mince pie atthe end was also avery nice gesture. Not having been
to Norsworthy before, it looked a really good area to run in - lots of
features in mainly open terrain and I'd like to take part there again
should it be selected for any fufure races.

Vernditch Chase - New Year's Day

The final of the 3 score events was on the Hants/Wilts border using a
small, wooded arcawherethe24 controls were fairly closely sited and
looked very gettable within the 60 minutes allocated. This was the case
as a good network of paths and a fairly flattenain allowed for fast
running between controls. The catch for this event was that 3 controls
were not marked on the map but should be locateable with a little
detective work. Just as well I never went into the police force - I went
round in circles trying to find the animal feed rack and the shallow
grave having completed the marked controls in 45 mins, I subsequently
finished well down the field but enjoyed seeing the hordes of deer that
were dashing round with us. E-mit was the electronic system for this
event and the organisers hired out the variety with the inbuilt stopwatch
so there was no excuse for being late. Although I prefer the ease of SI
punching, I may well have to treat myself to one of these E-mit devices
before long.
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Notices

Moderrr Pentathalon is returning to Millfreld school for the

World Grand Prix 6tl'-9th April. Stewards are required for this
event. Anyone interested should contact Richard Llewellyn-
Eaton ASAP. 01823-350352

Maps
Ros Went has a file of Richard's maps. If anyone would like
them for training or other use please contact her.

CIub Champs

The club championships will be held at Stock Hill near
Priddy on 1lth June followed by a buffet at the Castle of
Comfort Inn about 1km from the area. More details in the

next edition of Quonicle

f.fffff.f.f.ff.f.ff.f.tf.ff.f.Lff.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.fff.fff.LLfff.ff.ff.f.f.fff"f.tf.LL3

Subscriptions

Most mernbers have renewed their subscriptions, but there are still a
t-ew outstanding. Please make an effort to renew or if not doing so ,then

please let me know

ffffff.f.LLf.ffff.f.ff.ff.f,f.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.f.Lf.f.fff.fffffLff.f.f.ff.f.f.f.f.f.f.Lf.
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R.Craddock

Quantock Orienteers New Banner
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O Tops

QO's new tops being modelled by the younger Craddocks. These tops
have been greatly admired by the orienteering fratenrity. A further
order at the subsidised price will be placed shortly. Anybody interested
contact Roger on 01823 323850.

This will be the last chance to purchase at the reduced price of Standard

at f 15.00 and "Go Faster" at f20.00

Relays

The closing date for the British relay entry was 10th March with late

entries being accepted subject to map availability. Anybody who
wishes to form a team or teams at this late stage can get details from
Christine Vince 01935 -863429

The JK relays closing date is 3lst March. Members wishing to be

included in teams should contact Roger on 01823-323850 as soon as

possible.
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Other Events in the South

18.3.06 Sarum
Informal

26.3.06 Wessex
Regional
Event

Photo
R Craddock

8.4.06

West or Nearby

Norridge ST860460
Wood.
Wanninster

Holmsley and SU199000
DurHill

29.4.06 Sarum Fonflrill ST 910310
Regional
Event

30.4.06 BOK Stour head ST 750330
National
Event

1 5.06 BOK Harris Gaer Hill ST 771383
Relay

27-29.5.06 Tamar Triple Cookworthy SS 415013
Okehampton

Major Events

1,9.3.06 SROC Writbanow SD 468865
National Event Scar, Kendal

!-2.4.06 British Midhurst SU 880265
Championship
Weekend

l5-I7.4.06 JK Weekend North York Various
Moors

Devon league Mutters Moor SY119873 Oliver Boucher
Sidmouth 01395-270366

John Parfitt
0198s-2t6371

Charlie Morton
0t202-673890

Catherie Howlett
01985-2t9776

Charles Daniel
01 r7-9628s88

Robin and Tricia
Walker
0t27s-462879

Lew Bean
01752-249043

Brian Jackson
01772-715808

Gary
Strowbridge
01730-812011

No EOD
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